We present a detailed study of the extrusion of an imperfect palindrome, derived from the terminal regions of vaccinia virus DNA and contained in a superhelical plasmid, into a cruciform containing bulged bases. We monitor the course of extrusion by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis experiments as a function of temperature and linking number. We ®nd that extrusion pauses at partially extruded states as negative superhelicity increases. To understand the course of extrusion with changes in linking number, ÁLk, we present a rigorous semiempirical statistical mechanical analysis that includes complete coupling between ÁLk, cruciform extrusion, formation of extrahelical bases, and temperature-dependent denaturation. The imperfections in the palindrome are sequentially incorporated into the cruciform arms as hairpin loops, single unpaired bases, and complex local regions containing several unpaired bases. We analyze the results to determine the free energies, enthalpies and entropies of formation of all local structures involved in extrusion. We ®nd that, for each unpaired structure, the ÁG, ÁH and ÁS of formation are all approximately proportional to the number of unpaired bases contained therein. This surprising result holds regardless of the arrangement or composition of unpaired bases within a particular structure. Imperfections have major effects on the overall energetics of cruciform extrusion and on the course of this transition. In particular, the extent of the ÁLk change necessary to extrude an imperfect palindrome is considerably greater than that required for extrusion of the underlying perfect palindrome. Our analysis also suggests that, at higher temperatures, signi®cant denaturation at the base of an imperfect cruciform can successfully compete with extension of the cruciform arms.
Introduction
It has long been clear that structures more complex than the standard DNA double helix are biologically important. These include unpaired or mismatched bases, internal loops, hairpin loops, and Holliday junctions. DNA sequences containing extrahelical bases have been implicated in at least two processes: they appear to serve as intermediates in frameshift mutations, 1, 2 especially when present as extrahelical bases in extruded cruciforms; 3 , and they are involved in DNA replication in certain eucaryotic viruses and organelles.
For example, extrahelical bases have been shown to be required for ef®cient parvoviral DNA replication. In particular, the 5 H terminal hairpin of the DNA of minute virus of mice (MVM) contains a bubble of four mismatched nucleotides. 4 A closely related virus, identical in DNA sequence except lacking the bubble, has 50-fold lower infectivity. Comparison with a virus variant containing a bubble of different composition at the same site revealed that the location of the bubble, but not its base composition, is the determining factor for infectivity. In congruence with this result, we ®nd that thermodynamic functions of bulge formation depend only upon the number of bases bulged and not upon composition.
Formation of structures involving bulged and mismatched bases can be accomplished reversibly by extrusion of the appropriate inverted repeat into a cruciform in superhelical DNA. We have developed semiempirical statistical mechanical models to calculate the free energy of formation of such structures, based upon experimental measurements of the dependence of cruciform extrusion upon linking number. By applying this approach at various temperatures, we also evaluate the enthalpies and entropies of formation of these structures. Here we describe our analytical method and apply it to evaluate the naturally occurring bulged bases in the terminal regions of vaccinia virus DNA.
The DNA of vaccinia virus is a large (192 kbp) linear duplex with cross-linked termini, such that a single strand circle forms upon complete denaturation. 5 Beginning at each end and extending inward for about 125 base-pairs, the DNA forms incompletely base-paired hairpins. 6, 7 Figure 1 depicts the nucleotide sequences of these terminal hairpins, drawn so as to maximize the number of base-pairs provided that at least two occur contiguously. When drawn in this way, the structures contain four unpaired bases in the terminal loop, six isolated single base bulges (®ve A/T and one G/ C), and two more complex regions, labeled region I and region II. Region I contains two G/C bulges separated by two putative A:T base-pairs. Region II is drawn as an open bulge of six bases, since at most a single isolated A:T pair could be formed within it. As described in detail below, our calculations make no assumptions regarding the presence of any of the nominal base-pairs in either region. The bulged bases at the left terminus are complementary to those of the right terminus at the same locations.
The left and right terminal sequences in native vaccinia virus DNA are related by complementary symmetry, 6, 8 as presented in diagrammatic form in Figure 2 , upper panel. That is, strand X on the left forms an imperfect hairpin with strand X H , and strand Y H on the right forms the complementary hairpin with strand Y. The inverted repeat symmetry between X and X H , and between Y and Y', is Figure 1 . Nucleotide sequence of the hairpin termini of the DNA of vaccinia virus. Except for region II, the maximally base-paired structure is shown. In region II, several isolated interstrand A Á T pairings are possible; in the absence of structural information, we show this region as an open loop. The numbering system begins with the ®rst base-pair following the hairpin loops and continues sequentially along the strand with the smaller number of bulged bases. The bulge bases themselves are not counted. Regions I and II are shown in boxes; for clarity, the boxes are drawn one base-pair outside the bases included in each region. The precise nucleotides contained within both regions are shown in bold face. The count does not include the two potential AÁ T base-pairs at the center of region I (connected by continuous lines), because the model makes no a Á priori assumption about this structure. violated at 12 positions. During DNA replication, the replicative intermediate is a linear concatemer 7, 9 of genomic sequences that are joined in a perfectly base-paired imperfect palindrome, in which X is perfectly paired with Y and X H with Y H . A 242 bp portion of this imperfect repeat representing the natural concatemer junction was cloned into plasmid pVCB, 10 as shown in Figure 2 , lower panel. This sequence is perfectly base-paired in the relaxed plasmid, as it is in the viral replicative intermediate DNA. When the plasmid is supercoiled beyond a threshold amount, which depends upon ÁLk and temperature, the imperfect palindrome extrudes into a cruciform containing unpaired bases (Figure 3) . Extrusion occurs at the junction between X:Y and X H :Y H , forming a cruciform in which X is paired with X H in one arm, and Y with Y H in the other arm. These cruciform arms are the same as the termini of the telomeric regions of vaccinia virus DNA. The nucleotide sequences shown in Figure 1 are those of the completely extruded cruciform arms of pVCB, as well as of the native viral telomeres.
The two-dimensional gel electrophoresis experiments reported here show that cruciform extrusion pauses at positions where the inverted repeat symmetry is interrupted. This is observed at all temperatures from 35 to 60 C. The driving force for extrusion is a change in the extent of supercoiling. A similar phenomenon was reported previously for the DNA of the terminal regions of the Shope ®broma virus cloned into a small plasmid.
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Although the analyses in this earlier study lacked the comprehensive statistical mechanical treatment presented here, their general results are entirely consistent with our ®ndings for the plasmid containing vaccinia sequences.
All processes in superhelical DNA that involve changes in duplex winding are strongly coupled to global changes in superhelicity. Calculation of the energetics of formation of both perfect and imperfect cruciforms from the corresponding inverted repeats requires rigorous accounting for this coupling in all states of extrusion. We present this analysis for the ®rst time. Our procedures are formally similar to those previously applied to the denaturation of superhelical pBR322 and pSM1 plasmids. 12, 13 We use as known quantities the energy parameters whose values were determined in previous experiments, including the free energy of superhelix formation and the free energy of duplex denaturation. Using the known dependence of the superhelix free energy upon ÁLk, 12 ± 16 we determine the energetics of the initiation event and of the incorporation of the individual imperfections. The unknown energy parameters are initially allowed to vary over predetermined, reasonable ranges. For each experimental temperature, we calculate the extent of transition for each topoisomer by the statistical mechanical procedure described below. We then assess the RMS deviation between these calculated values and the experimental measurements. We repeat the procedure until all combinations of values of these parameters lying within their prescribed ranges have been sampled. Finally, we select the set of free energies giving the best ®t at each temperature, as assessed by the RMS criterion. In this way we obtain the temperature dependence of each energy parameter characteristic of the extrusion of the imperfect palindrome. Cruciform Extrusion from an Imperfect Palindrome
Theoretical Analysis
Structural transitions of pVCB with changes in supercoiling Inspection of the plasmid nucleotide sequence shows that the vaccinia virus insert is the only site within the pVCB plasmid at which cruciform extrusion is likely to be driven by negative superhelicity. The resulting extruded structures, whether partial or complete, are all characterized by a terminal loop of four unpaired bases at the end of each arm and a Holliday junction at the intersection of the plasmid duplex and the cruciform arms. In addition, all but the shortest cruciforms contain imperfections. In principle, the extrusion process can continue beyond an imperfection in either of two ways: (a) the cruciform arms extend to incorporate the imperfection either as single base bulges or as more complex unpaired structures, one in each arm; or (b) the short site of denaturation formed by the imperfection at the base of the cruciform extends, forming a larger denatured bubble either prior to or instead of incorporation into the lengthening cruciform arms.
Based upon the experimental results, we construct a model that allows cruciform extrusion to proceed through three types of imperfections, as shown in Figure 1 . First, a single base bulge occurs in each arm when a single base-pair violating inverted repeat symmetry is incorporated into the cruciform. There are six of these single base-pair violations found in the vaccinia inverted repeat sequence, ®ve A ÁT and one GÁ C. Second, in region I two single base violations of inverted repeat symmetry occur in close proximity. We allow the possibility that in the extrusion process these bases might interact to form a more complex structure than simply two independent single base bulges, and therefore ascribe a separate energy of formation to this region as a whole. The last symmetry violation encountered as extrusion progresses, designated region II, is more complex, involving up to six unpaired bases. We therefore also assign a separate energy to the incorporation of this region into the cruciform arms.
Mathematical model of the transition
We perform an equilibrium statistical mechanical analysis of the cruciform extrusion transition in pVCB. This requires ®rst describing all the states of the system, and then ascribing a free energy to each state.
Enumeration of states
In addition to the unextruded state, there are 110 possible states of extrusion of the cruciform. These are enumerated according to the number n of basepairs that are formed in one cruciform arm, which takes on all integer values between n 0 (unextruded) and n 110 (fully extruded). We emphasize that the bases within the loop, the bulges and the structures formed by regions I and II are not counted in n (refer to Figure 1 ).
The imperfections in the inverted repeat symmetry become successively incorporated into the cruciform arms as extrusion proceeds. The number n d (n) of interstrand base-pairs that must be disrupted when the cruciform arm has extruded to position n is:
where n u (n) is the number of bases within each arm that are not required to be paired. These can be either in the loop region or in the imperfections. To evaluate n u (n), we note that every extruded state has four unpaired bases in the loop region, and that longer cruciforms include successively more unpaired bases as additional imperfections in the inverted repeat sequence are encountered. As shown in Figure 1 , there are six single base bulges, becoming incorporated when n 6, 12, 14, 22, 33, and 36. (The structure we refer to as a``bulge'' in fact consists of complementary single base bulges, one in each arm. The other structures also occur as complementary pairs.) The bulge next to position n 22 arises from a G ÁC base-pair, while the other ®ve all come from A ÁT pairs. Regions I and II are incorporated in all states when n 5 27 and n 5 42, respectively. Each of these regions is formed from bases that, in the duplex, comprise six interstrand base-pairs. To develop a simple formula for n u (n) we use the Heaviside step function H m (n), which has values H m (n) 1 if n 5 m, and H m (n) 0 otherwise. Then n u (n) may be expressed as: Figure 3 . Schematic representation of the formation of an imperfect cruciform from the imperfect inverted repeat in plasmid pVCB. The left structure shows the imperfect inverted repeat in the supercoiled plasmid DNA prior to extrusion. The right structure shows the fully extruded cruciform and the accompanying substantial relaxation of supercoiling in the plasmid DNA.
The number of turns by which the unstressed interstrand helicity decreases, when a cruciform of length n is extruded, is n d (n)/A, where A 10.4 is the number of base-pairs per turn in B-form DNA. It follows that the residual superhelicity in this state is:
The expression for the residual linking difference becomes more complicated when the state includes both denaturation and cruciform extrusion, as is described below. We evaluate the residual linking difference, the primary input for our analyses, directly from the migration positions in the ®rst dimension of the gels (see Figure 4) . Gel mobility increases monotonically with the magnitude of ÁLk r , which in topoisomers not experiencing transition is the same as the actual linking difference, ÁLk. In our work, as in all previous analyses of gel migration patterns for superhelical DNA undergoing comparable transitions, we assume that the migration velocity depends only on ÁLk r . This assumption is supported by the observation that plasmids containing the fully extruded cruciform co-migrate with nicked circular DNA (see Figure 4) , showing that the presence of cruciform arms has no effect upon the gel mobility. We measure the ÁLk r values of topoisomers whose mobilities are reduced by cruciform formation or denaturation by comparing their positions with those of corresponding native, unextruded topoisomers. We described this procedure more fully in a previous publication. 12 Our experimental results show that, at each temperature, there is a range of ÁLk values over which extrusion pauses at intermediate states; that is, over which ÁLk r changes much less than ÁLk (see Figures 4 and 5) . At higher temperatures, the extrusion pauses longer at the partially extruded state corresponding to the position at which region II becomes incorporated. This situation persists over several topoisomers, the number increasing with temperature. Because region II is the last imperfection encountered, and hence the last possible stopping point, the experiments demonstrate that extrusion does not pass beyond this location for these topoisomers. However, the ÁLk r values of successive topoisomers in this region increase by less than integer values with increasing jÁLkj. We model this by allowing incremental interstrand denaturation to occur at the cruciform base once the interstrand base-pairs of region II become separated. Because this nucleates an unpaired region, the molecule has a choice: it may either extend the region of denaturation or extend the cruciform to incorporate region II into the arms.
In principle, denaturation might be favored because the resulting unpaired strands can twist around each other. This provides more relaxation of superhelicity than does the extrusion of the same number of base-pairs into a cruciform. However, this bene®t is offset by the cost of not recovering the free energy associated with base-pairing within the cruciform arms. Because the latter energy decreases as temperature increases, denaturation at the base of a cruciform that is extruded to the region II stopping point is expected to become relatively more favorable as temperature increases.
Because the experiments demonstrate that cruciform extension is not the only event that occurs, our model allows the transition to have the option to sample various denatured states. We enumerate these states according to the number n o of open (i.e. denatured) base-pairs at each position. For each value of n o , 1 4 n o 4 n max , we place the open region in all n o 1 possible positions around the region II stopping point, and account for the exact energy of opening the speci®c base-pairs involved in that bubble. This alternative is not needed at region I or at single base bulges because no anomalous relaxation is observed at these points.
Energies associated with states
The free energy associated with each state of a topoisomer is the sum of the free energies required for whatever transitions (extrusion, possibly with denaturation at region II) occur in that state, plus the free energy associated with the residual superhelicity. Thus, the free energy of the unextruded state (i.e. with n 0) is:
and the free energy associated with residual superhelicity in states where extrusion (but no denaturation) occurs is:
The quadratic form of this free energy equation has been repeatedly demonstrated by experiments using a variety of different procedures, 17 and the value of K(N) is known under our experimental buffer and temperature conditions. K(N) varies inversely with the plasmid length in number of base-pairs, N; the effective length of the plasmid at any stage of transition is N 2922 À n d (n). This effective shortening occurs because the portions of the molecule extruded in the cruciform are unstressed. The residual linking difference is thus distributed exclusively within the remaining interstrand duplex regions of the molecule.
An additional contribution to the free energy of a state arises from the cost of creating the imperfections in the cruciform arms. The imperfections are of three types: single base bulges, the structure of region I, and the structure of region II. At present we make no assumptions about the speci®c structures that form as regions I and II are incorporated into the cruciform arms. In particular, none of the theoretically possible base-pairings that could occur within these regions are included in the cruciform state enumeration parameter n. We simply associate free energies ÁG I and ÁG II with their formation. These free energies include the free energy needed to denature the interstrand base-pairs from which these structures will be constructed, plus the free energies required to form two of these anomalous structures, one in each arm.
There are six single base violations of inverted repeat symmetry outside of regions I and II. Five of these involve A ÁT base-pairs and one a G ÁC pair. The total free energy of forming these structures includes the sequence-speci®c cost (b AT or b GC ) of denaturing the base-pair involved, which is not recovered at the site of an unpaired base, plus the free energy ÁG b of forming a pair of single base bulges, one on each arm. This bulge free energy ÁG b is unknown but is modeled as having the same value for A ÁT pairs as for GÁ C pairs. Again, we make no assumptions about the precise conformations of these unpaired bases within the cruciform arms. The free energy ÁG i required for the initiation of cruciform extrusion arises from the cost of creating the two loops and the junction region where the cruciform joins the interstrand duplex.
Analysis of the two-dimensional gel migration patterns shows that extrusion does not stop at any of the ®rst three bulges, all of which are A ÁT. Presumably this is because the residual superhelicity here is large and readily overcomes the resistance of forming a single bulged base. Since the states in which extrusion stops at any of these ®rst three bulges are not signi®cantly occupied, for the purposes of the ®tting procedure we incorporate the total free energies of forming these ®rst three bulges into the effective free energy ÁG x of cruciform extrusion:
The value we determine in the ®tting procedure described below is ÁG x . Because all other investigators report values of ÁG i , our values can only be compared to theirs after subtraction of the free energy cost of these ®rst three bulges. The states in which denaturation occurs at the base of region II are handled separately, as described below. The free energy ÁG t of transition for all other states of extrusion (i.e. with n > 0) is:
and the total free energy ÁG(n) associated with these states is:
Finally, we consider the states of denaturation that occur at region II. Because all these states have n 41, the plasmid has effective length N d 2824 bp. That is, 98 interstrand base-pairs have been disrupted to form the cruciform, whose extrusion has absorbed 98/A turns. This leaves a total linking difference of ÁLk d ÁLk (98/A) to drive denaturation within this 2824 bp domain. Suppose that n o base-pairs denature at the base of the cruciform, 1 4 n o 4 n max . (The case where n o 0 has been handled above.) There are n o 1 possible locations for this run of denaturation, which may be indexed by the number m of basepairs that are 5
H to the cruciform, 0 4 m 4 n o . The other n o À m denatured base-pairs then will be located on the 3 H side of the cruciform. Then the free energy ÁG d associated with this state of denaturation is:
where
The ®rst term in this expression gives the effective free energy associated with residual superhelicity. It differs from the ÁG r that applies when only cruciform extrusion occurs because in the presence of denaturation the residual linking difference is partitioned between interstrand twisting of the unpaired strands in the denatured region and superhelical deformations of the balance of the domain, each of which requires free energy. This term represents the free energy of the most favorable partitioning between these two choices. 18 Here C is the effective torsional stiffness associated with the interstrand twisting of two denatured DNA strands, whose value we determined previously. 12, 13 In the second term of equation (9), the summation is over the particular run of denatured base-pairs being considered, and the values of the denaturation energy b i are those appropriate to the base sequence of that run. 19, 20 Finally, the total free energy of this state is:
Statistical mechanical analysis
We perform a statistical mechanical analysis of the cruciform extrusion transition in the pVCB plasmid, on which a linking difference ÁLk has been imposed. This technique calculates the equilibrium distribution of a population of identical molecules among all the possible states, from which equilibrium values of any parameter of interest may be calculated. The partition function for this system is:
The ®rst summation includes all the states in which there is no denaturation, and the second summation includes all states in which denaturation occurs. From this expression we calculate the expected number n of base-pairs in the cruciform arm to be:
The expected number " n o of denatured base-pairs at the position where region II occurs at the base of the cruciform is given by:
In practice we need not consider states whose populations are negligible. Accordingly, in the calculations reported below we use n max 70 because the probability of longer denatured runs is insignificant under our conditions. Finally, we calculate the ensemble average residual linking difference ÁLk r . This is the amount of superhelicity that remains to retard the progress of the plasmid through the gel, and corresponds to the quantity that is directly measured in our experiments. In states where there is no denaturation the expression for ÁLk r has been presented in equation (3) above. In states where there is denaturation of n o base-pairs, the residual linking difference is given by:
Then the ensemble average residual linking difference is:
Fitting procedure
We consider a set of topoisomers differing by unity in linking number at a ®xed temperature T.
Parameters that have been previously evaluated are assigned their known values. This leaves four parameters to be determined: the initiation free energy ÁG x , the bulge free energy ÁG b , the region I free energy ÁG I , and the region II free energy ÁG II . Values for each of these parameters are chosen to lie within reasonable ranges, the boundaries of which may be adjusted as necessary. Then the ensemble average residual linking difference ÁLk r is calculated for each topoisomer (i.e. value of ÁLk) using the statistical mechanical procedure described above. These are compared with the experimentally determined values ÁLk r,exp . For this purpose we only include topoisomers in the range starting from just before the initiation of transition to the most extreme linking difference examined. The RMS deviation between the calculated and the experimental residual linking differences is evaluated:
where M is the number of topoisomers being considered.
This procedure is repeated for a variety of uniformly spaced values of the unknown parameters, and those values that give the best ®t (i.e. smallest RMS deviation) are found. If this optimum occurs on the boundary of the parameter space being considered, the boundaries are extended and the procedure is repeated until the optimum occurs in the interior. Then ®ner grids can be used as desired, centered on the original optimum, to re®ne its values. In this way the best ®tting values of each of the four unknown energy parameters are determined. In the analyses reported here a unique global optimum was found in every case. This procedure is applied at each temperature where experiments have been performed. In this way the temperature dependences of the free energies ÁG x , ÁG b , ÁG I and ÁG II are determined from the experiments.
Results
Cruciform extrusion as a function of temperature and linking number
We fractionated mixtures of pVCB DNA topoisomers by gel electrophoresis in TPE buffer at various temperatures between 35 and 60 C. These gels were then analyzed in the second dimension in TAE buffer containing chloroquine phosphate. The results are displayed in Figure 4 (a). Similar effects, over a more limited temperature range, were observed in earlier experiments. 21 The diagonal ladder of bands towards the left in each gel represents topoisomers not experiencing extrusion. We use this ladder to determine values of the residual linking difference, ÁLk r , for topoisomers with partly or completely extruded cruciforms (see Experimental Methods). The extent of extrusion, n, corresponding to any given value of the residual linking difference is determined using equations (1)-(3). The diagrams in Figure 4 (b) show how the locations of the topoisomers at each temperature change with changes in ÁLk.
The intense band at the upper left corner of each gel represents nicked circular DNA. In every case, the nicked circular band migrates slightly faster than the closed, fully relaxed topoisomer. Free rotation about the nicked site allows the nicked species to sample more compact con®gurations than are easily accessible to the closed fully relaxed topoisomer, thereby increasing its average gel mobility. Because pVCB is relatively small (2922 bp) and the inverted repeat is long (242 bp), complete extrusion is more than enough to relax any level of negative supercoiling within the experimental range. This is shown in the gels by the relatively intense band present at the upper righthand side at all temperatures except 60 C. This band co-migrates with the nicked, not the closed relaxed species. This is reasonable, since the Holliday junction should provide a locus of rotational exibility. We note that the palindrome in this fully relaxed topoisomer is extensively but not completely extruded. This can be seen in the diagrams in Figure 4 (b). As pointed out above, the fact that this species co-migrates with the nicked circular plasmid demonstrates that the nearly fully extruded cruciform arms have no signi®cant in¯u-ence upon the electrophoretic mobility. This strongly supports our use of the ladder of unextruded topoisomers as a reliable measure of ÁLk r for the partly relaxed topoisomers, each of which has a shorter cruciform than does the fully relaxed species. Since our experiments are conducted at low salt in the absence of a divalent cation, the arms of the four-way junction are expected to be extended and unassociated, 22 hence our results are free of possible complications arising from interactions between the two arms of the cruciform.
The experimental variation of ÁLk r with ÁLk was used to constrain the statistical mechanical calculations in determining the energy parameters, as described in Theoretical Analysis. We ®rst set up a four-dimensional grid of values of ÁG x , ÁG b , ÁG I and ÁG II , the four parameters to be determined. At each temperature, we determined a unique set of parameter values that gave the best RMS ®t, evaluated as described in equation (16) . In order to show that these are global and not merely local minima, we also compared the ®t value at each minimum with the values at each of its 80 nearest neighbors in this four-dimensional cubic lattice. This procedure was performed at every internal (i.e., non-bounding) lattice point. In every case, no local minimum distinct from the global minimum was detected.
The RMS minimized ®tted plots of ÁLk r versus ÁLk at each temperature, including both cruciform extrusion and competing denaturation, are presented in Figure 5 C. This latter temperature is also characterized by failure of the cruciform to extrude completely, due to successful competition from denaturation over the experimental range of superhelicities.
The curves in Figure 5 divide into three regions: (1) an initial rapid rise, indicating the beginning of cruciform extrusion; (2) a central region of greatly reduced slope, in which the imperfections are successively incorporated into the cruciform arms; and (3) a ®nal rapid rise once all imperfections have been incorporated and there is no further impediment to the completion of extrusion. At temperatures below 45 C, the central region begins with the extruded G/C between locations 21/22 in the cruciform arms and ends with the formation of region II. At temperatures of 45 C and higher, however, the central region increases in extent and changes in character. In particular, the cruciform persists in a partially extruded state over a greater range of topoisomers, the extent of which increases with temperature. The topoisomers just prior to full extrusion exhibit an increase in jÁLk r j with increasing jÁLkj. This behavior occurs when region II is about to be incorporated into the cruciform arms. Were extrusion simply to stop there, the Cruciform Extrusion from an Imperfect Palindrome residual superhelicity jÁLk r j would increase by one turn per topoisomer. However, the fact that it increases more slowly (approximately 0.6 turn per topoisomer) shows that some other transition occurs that absorbs about 40 % of the ÁLk increment. We ascribe this to local denaturation at the base of the partially extruded cruciform.
The course of the cruciform extrusion is more directly shown by the dependence of n d /2, the number of base-pairs per cruciform arm removed from the original duplex, upon ÁLk. This is presented in Figure 6 for both the experimental (data points) and calculated (continuous line) results, as calculated from equation (3). The curves in (a) are for temperatures of 35 to 43 C, and those in (b) are for temperatures of 45 to 60 C. The temperature increases from right to left, and ÀÁLk increases from left to right. The slopes of all curves in Figure 6 (a) initially increase relatively rapidly, passing through the formation of the three A/T bulges at locations 5, 11 and 13 (cf. Figure 1) , until the G/ C bulge at location 21 is encountered. At this point the slope becomes signi®cantly reduced, re¯ecting the incremental dif®culty of incorporating region I and the two A/T bulges at locations 32 and 35. In the absence of signi®cant denaturation, which is the case at the temperatures plotted in Figure 6 (a), the slope increases abruptly following incorporation of region II. The ®nal slope is somewhat greater than the initial slope, showing the effects of the ®rst three A/T bulges in raising the energy required for the beginning of the cruciform extrusion. The curves in Figure 6 (b) are similar, except that the in¯uence of denaturation in the vicinity of the base of the Holliday junction can be seen clearly. Here the slope subsequent to encountering region II is greatly reduced, showing the effects of competing denaturation. Finally, at all temperatures except 60 C, the extrusion is completed at higher values of jÁLkj.
Determination of the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic functions for the formation of structures containing unpaired bases
The complete imperfect cruciform is formed from a fully base-paired but imperfect inverted repeat in the original duplex. Each completely extruded arm contains six single base bulges and two more complex bulged structures (regions I and II). By symmetry, the unpaired structures are present in both arms as complements. The total free energy change, ÁG tot associated with formation of the completely extruded imperfect cruciform (in the absence of supercoiling) is then:
Using the procedure described in the previous section, we have evaluated the free energies associated with each component of this extrusion process. Speci®cally, we determine ÁG x , ÁG b , ÁG I , and ÁG II by our ®tting procedure and obtain ÁG i from equation (6) . In our procedure there are four unknown quantities to be ®tted at each temperature. Since the bulged regions are well separated along the cruciform arms, interaction between them is minimal. For comparison, the determination of the free energy of a single bulged base using the thermal denaturation of oligonucleotides involves six adjustable parameters, 23 and this method is not readily applicable to unpaired structures containing more than a single bulged or mismatched base. Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the components of ÁG tot . The data points in each curve were obtained by applying the statistical mechanical analysis to the experimental gel shifts at each temperature, as described above. All free energies are positive over the entire range of temperatures, in keeping with the expectation that the formation of imperfect structures is relatively disfavored. In each case the variation with temperature is linear within the precision of the experiment. The slopes of the plots in Figure 7 are determined by the entropies, and the intercepts at T 0 K by the enthalpies. The values of ÁH and ÁS for the formation of all structures in both cruciform arms are listed in Table 1 . These may be combined to calculate the corresponding free energies at any temperature. Since the enthalpies and entropies are correlated, however, the standard errors of the calculated free energies should be read from the 95 % con®dence intervals shown in Figure 7 instead of combined from the errors listed in Table 1 .
The experimental results were re-analyzed (data not shown) using the integral form of the van't Hoff equation to check for possible temperature dependence of the enthalpies 24 . The heat capacities were very small in all cases except that of region II, where denaturation competes signi®cantly with bulge formation. This region is treated in greater detail in the Discussion.
Effect of the imperfections upon the extrusion of the cruciform
We have shown that the formation of structures containing unpaired bases has a major effect on the cruciform extrusion transition in a superhelical DNA plasmid. The substantial free energy cost of forming unpaired structures when imperfections in the inverted repeat symmetry are encountered has a major impact upon the energetics of extrusion. This is shown in Figure 8 , which compares ÁG tot and ÁG i over the temperature range of the experiments. The bulged bases greatly destabilize the cruciform, as demonstrated by the signi®cantly greater ÁG values at all temperatures. In addition, the entropy contribution of the bulges reduces the difference in free energies as the temperature is raised. Thus, ÁG tot À ÁG i % 70 kcal/mol at 35 C, but ÁG tot À ÁG i % 25 kcal/mol at 60 C. Table 1 also presents the thermodynamic functions ÁH and ÁS for the complete extrusion of both arms of the cruciform. This is done in two ways. First we show these state parameters for extrusion of the actual imperfect inverted repeat, including the effects of all unpaired structures formed in the cruciform arms. And second we give the values for a hypothetical perfect cruciform, for which the only free energy cost is ÁG i . As listed in Table 1 , both ÁH and ÁS are approximately four times as large for the imperfect cruciform as for the underlying perfect cruciform.
Discussion
The principal objective of this research is to determine the energetics of extrusion of an imperfect palindrome into a cruciform containing bulged bases of various con®gurations and locations. In the course of this analysis, we have developed a new procedure for evaluating the thermodynamic state functions associated with the formation of a variety of special DNA structures. Our approach is to insert an imperfect inverted repeat into a plasmid, then observe the extent of its extrusion with changes in linking number, as represented by the distribution of topoisomers in two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Although this inverted repeat is a perfect duplex in the plasmid, it can be induced to extrude to a cruciform containing various local unpaired bases by the appropriate changes in ÁLk and temperature. The theoretical method used to analyze these transitions is a signi®cant extension of the technique previously used to analyze strand separation. 12, 13 This method includes the competition between denaturation and cruciform extrusion, and it presents the ®rst statistical mechanical analysis of cruciform extrusion in which all states of extrusion are explicitly examined.
Course of the cruciform extrusion with Á Á ÁLk
Our results show that cruciform extrusion can be hindered at sites where imperfections in the inverted repeat symmetry of the participating DNA sequence are encountered. The increments of energy needed to form unpaired structures in the cruciform arms are provided by changes in jÁLkj, and hence in the energy of relaxation. This is already evident in the plots in Figures 5 and 6 at temperatures [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] C. The smallest imperfection, an inserted base-pair that causes a single base bulge in each arm, can delay extrusion. Whether or not extrusion pauses at a speci®c imperfection depends on two factors: the free energy needed to incorporate the current imperfection into the cruciform arms, and the amount of residual superhelicity remaining when that imperfection is encountered. (Here we regard the initiation of extrusion, in which the loops are incorporated, as an imperfection, the ®rst that is encountered.)
The extrusion pauses at an imperfection when the remaining ÁLk r provides insuf®cient energy to drive its incorporation into the cruciform arms. Since the free energy of residual superhelicity is quadratic in ÁLk r , the energy of relaxation of successive topoisomers increases rapidly until a topoisomer is reached where the blockage is overcome and extrusion proceeds. Extrusion continues beyond this point until the molecule is fully relaxed, the inverted repeat is fully extruded, or Figure 7 . Plots of the free energy of formation, ÁG, for the four different characteristic structures in the imperfect cruciform arms. All free energies depicted here refer to the formation of both cruciform arms, hence are the sum of the formation of the two complementary unpaired structures at corresponding locations. ÁG I and ÁG II are the free energies of formation of the complementary pairs of regions I and II, respectively. ÁG b is the free energy of formation of a single base bulge complementary pair. ÁG i is the free energy of formation of the pair of cruciform arms (including the initiation of denaturation), the unpaired bases at the ends of the arms, and any free energy associated with the junction. ÁG x is the sum of ÁG i and the free energies of forming the ®rst three bulges (equation (6)).The bracketing broken lines show the 95 % con®dence limits. the next imperfection is encountered. In the latter case, whether or not extrusion stops at that imperfection again depends on the relative costs of its incorporation versus relaxation for the given topoisomer.
In pVCB, the three single base A/T bulges proximal to the cruciform loop that are encountered early in the extrusion process are ineffective in delaying extrusion within the precision of these experiments. To understand why, we note that, because signi®cant free energy is needed to initiate cruciform extrusion, this process only becomes favored when the DNA is substantially negatively supercoiled. The topoisomers in which extrusion occurs will still have signi®cant residual superhelicity remaining as each of the ®rst three bulges is encountered. Because the free energy of their incorporation is less than the relaxation energy provided by the resulting change in ÁLk r , they fail to obstruct further extrusion. When the fourth bulge (G/C) is encountered, however, the residual superhelicity has already been signi®cantly reduced by the extrusion process. Consequently, a larger change in ÁLk r is required to stabilize incorporation of this fourth bulge into the cruciform, a phenomenon that is re¯ected in local broadening of plots of ÁLk r versus ÁLk, as seen in Figures 5  and 6 . A similar mechanism accounts for the substantial broadening of the plots of ÁLk r versus ÁLk during formation of region I.
Six interstrand duplex base-pairs must denature before region II can be incorporated into the cruciform, and this process occurs at a substantially reduced ÁLk r At this point and beyond, there are two alternative possibilities: either this denatured region can extend, or the cruciform arms can lengthen to incorporate the region II imperfection. When the latter occurs there is no further impediment to full extrusion, so the topoisomers become fully relaxed and comigrate with the nicked species. The competition between these alternatives changes with temperature. At higher temperatures denaturation becomes more favored to persist as jÁLkj increases, primarily because the energy returned by forming intrastrand base-pairs, and hence the competitiveness of continued extrusion, decreases with temperature. At all temperatures except 60 C a threshold superhelicity is observed where region II becomes incorporated into the cruciform and extrusion proceeds to completion without further competition from denaturation. Table 2 contains the free energies of cruciform extrusion at 37 C, both for the hypothetical perfect cruciform and for the actual cruciform containing all bulged bases. The free energy of the perfect cruciform is approximately 7.2 times that of a single base bulge, suggesting that most of the free energy of formation of the cruciform derives from the eight unpaired bases at the two hairpin loops. The presence of imperfections has a drastic effect, causing a more than fourfold increase in free energy of extrusion.
Thermodynamics of cruciform formation
An alternative way to assess the magnitude of the effects of imperfections upon cruciform extrusion is to estimate the added linking number change required to completely extrude the imperfect versus the perfect cruciform. As listed in Table 2 , the differential free energy at 37 C is ÁÁG 64.3 kcal/mol. The free energy of superhelix formation is proportional to (ÁLk) 2 , the constant of proportionality at 37 C being K 0.253 for the unextruded experimental plasmid. 12 If ÁLk o is the linking difference at which both the underlying perfect and the actual imperfect cruciform begin to extrude, and ÁLk f is the linking difference at which the imperfect cruciform is fully extruded, then:
This simpli®ed equation assumes that ÁLk r is approximately constant throughout extrusion, which is reasonably accurate at 37 C (see Figure 5 ). Taking ÁLk o À14 from our experimental results at 37 C, this equation predicts that ÁLk f À 21. Reference to the 37 C panels of Figures 4-6 con®rms this prediction. A considerable increment in ÁLk is indeed required to extrude a cruciform containing the array of bulged bases found in the sequence used in the present study. A similar calculation comparing a perfect cruciform with one containing a single bulged pair (resulting from an initial inverted repeat in which one arm contained either a single insertion or del- Cruciform Extrusion from an Imperfect Palindrome etion) shows that even such a minimal imperfection can increase the ®nal ÁLk by nearly one. This means that even a slight imperfection in a naturally occurring inverted repeat can signi®cantly impede full extrusion under the in¯uence of torsional stress.
The free energy of extrusion of a perfect palindrome into a cruciform was evaluated previously by several groups, using the gel retardation technique under different conditions and applied to different molecules. These results were based upon an application of an equation similar to our equation (18 27 estimated that the free energy of cruciform extrusion is about 17 kcal/mol at 65 C. They argued that this value is about the same at 37 C. Singleton & Wells 28 found a value of 22 kcal/mol at room temperature. We note that all these results were obtained by equating the differences in superhelical free energy immediately before and after extrusion with the free energy of extrusion. This procedure is reasonable only in the limiting case of the extrusion of a perfect palindrome. A rigorous analysis requires inclusion of all possible states of extrusion, as presented here.
Free energies of formation of single base bulges and of more complex bulged regions
In the course of analyzing cruciform extrusion, we determined the thermodynamics of formation of single bulged bases and of two more complex bulged structures. Table 2 lists the free energies of formation of a single base bulge, and of regions I and II, as calculated from the linear ®ts of Figure 6 at 37 C. The free energies relative to that of a single bulge at 37 C are also calculated, as are the temperature, T e , at which each ÁG 0; i. e, at which the structure in question ceases to be destabilizing. The relative values of T e may be used to compare the destabilizing effects of each structure: region II is the most destabilizing, followed by a single bulge and by region I. All structures remain destabilizing even at 60 C, the highest temperature attained in these experiments. However, denaturation becomes a signi®cant competitor to cruciform extrusion at 60 C. Table 2 also lists the ratios of each free energy at 37 C relative to that of a single base bulge. As is the case with ÁH and ÁS (see next section below), the values of ÁG are approximately proportional to the number of bases involved in forming the structure. The exception to this is region I, in which the ratio is less than the expected 2.0. This is possibly due to stacking of the extrahelical G into the duplex. NMR experiments performed upon oligonucleotides containing region I at T 5 C (Ulyanov, James and W.R.B., unpublished results) indicate that the G is stacked while the C is truly extrahelical at this temperature, which is much lower than those of our experiments. Other NMR experiments involving a different oligonucleotide 29 found that cytidine bulges change from extrahelical to stacked as the temperature is raised to the vicinity of 40 C Assuming that an increase in salt concentration has the same effect as the corresponding decrease in temperature, we estimate from the appropriate curve in Figure 6 that our free energy of bulge formation under their conditions would be 2.7 kcal/ mol. In experiments performed in 1.0 M salt, LeBlanc and Morden 23 obtained a somewhat higher range of 3.5-4.6 kcal/mol at 37 C. Again correcting for the difference in salt concentration as above, we estimate from our results that the free energy of bulge formation under their conditions would be 3.9 kcal/mol, in excellent agreement. Ke and Wartell 31 used temperature gradient gel electrophoresis in 70 mM salt to obtain a broader range of 2.5-4.6 kcal/mol at 37 C. It is clear from the above comparisons that our determinations are in line with those made previously using small oligonucleotides. Our measurements are unin¯uenced by the possibly substantial end effects that occur during experiments with oligonucleotides. This might explain why our values are generally somewhat smaller than those reported from experiments on oligonucleotides. Entropy and enthalpy of the formation of unpaired structures
In single base bulge formation, cruciform extrusion causes a base-pair in the original duplex to become a pair of bulged bases, one in each arm. The average single base bulge free energy is therefore half the value ÁG b reported here, and the corresponding enthalpy and entropy are likewise half the values given in Table 1 . The average free energies, enthalpies and entropies for formation of a single hairpin and a single region I or region II structure also are half the values listed there. The average enthalpy and entropy changes for single bulges, regions I and II, and a single hairpin are listed in Table 3 .
We estimate that the average value of ÁH for the formation of a single bulged base is 23 kcal/ mol, and that the average value of ÁS is 66 cal/ mol deg. At the present level of our analysis, these numbers are independent of base composition. The results in Table 3 show, in addition, that both ÁH and ÁS are approximately proportional to the number of unpaired bases in each structure. Region I nominally involves an asymmetric loop with four nucleotides in one strand and two in the opposing strand. NMR structural studies of this region in TAE buffer (Ulyanov, James and W.R.B., unpublished results), establish that the central A Á T base-pairs are indeed formed. Thus the ÁH and ÁS found for this structure, in which only the G and C remain unpaired, are also consistent with this proportionality. No structural information is yet available for region II. If no interstrand basepairs are formed in the looped out structure, the number of unpaired bases would be six. It is possible, however, for either of two mutually exclusive A ÁT interstrand base-pairs to form, although perhaps transiently. If this happens, the effective number of unpaired bases in region II would be between four and six. The ÁH and ÁS results that we obtain are consistent with such a structure. Finally, the underlying hairpin contains four unpaired bases in the terminal loop. The ÁS and ÁH ratios that we determine are also proportional to the nominal extent of unpairing.
The ÁH of formation of each unpaired structure is positive, due to the presence of fewer favorable molecular interactions in the vicinity of the defect relative to an intact duplex. The ÁS of formation of each unpaired structure is also positive, re¯ecting the greater number of degrees of freedom that are associated with a partly disrupted duplex compared to the corresponding intact duplex. The entropy term therefore favors defect formation, while the enthalpy term opposes it. As the temperature increases, the entropy contribution to the free energy becomes relatively more important, until a temperature, T e , is reached at which the formation of each loop, bulge or region becomes isoenergetic (see Table 2 ).
Determinations by others of the ÁH and ÁS for single base bulge formation compared the T m of a bulge-containing oligomer to that of an oligomer lacking the bulged base but otherwise having the same sequence. Woodson and Crothers 30 used a nonamer as control, inserting either an extra A or an extra C at a location between the third and fourth bases from the 3 H terminus of one strand. As pointed out by the authors, this location is close enough to the terminus to promote signi®cant fraying, thereby possibly skewing the results. Nevertheless, analysis of their results yields a ÁH of 11. Most of the reported studies of the thermodynamic functions for bulge base formation have examined oligoribonucleotides, since these relate to the folding of RNA. 32 We hesitate to compare our results with these in a rigorous way, since the interruption of an A duplex (in the RNA case) might well be very different from the interruption of a B duplex (in the DNA case). Nonetheless, in at least one study 33 , the reported values of ÁH were only slightly lower than ours. Using thermal denaturation methods similar to those described immediately above for oligodeoxyribonucleotides, the results for ÁH for those oligonucleotides satisfying the two-state criterion ranged from 13.9 to 20.2 kcal/mol for a single bulged base. This is slightly lower than, but comparable to, the result that we have obtained.
Biological importance of unpaired bases
We determined the energies of formation of particular local DNA structures that form when an imperfect inverted repeat extrudes into a cruciform containing extrahelical bases. Structures of this type are of biological signi®cance in at least two different contexts: they are present in numerous eucaryotic viruses and organelles and are important for DNA replication in these systems; and they appear to serve as intermediates in frameshift mutations, 1,2 especially when present as extrahelical bases in extruded cruciforms. 3 The presence of terminal hairpin loop structures is characteristic of the DNA of several eucaryotic viruses and organelles. Examples include the viral genomes of iridoviruses, 34 parvoviruses, 35 43 Many of these terminal sequences contain extrahelical bases, present as bulges, loops or mismatches. Examples, in addition to poxvirus DNA, are the DNAs from the parvoviruses, including minute virus of mice 4, 44, 45 and the human parvovirus B19; 46 the Autographa californica multinucleocapsid nuclear polyhedrosis virus; 38 the Leporipoxvirus Shope ®broma virus; 11 and the linear mitochondrial DNA of yeast. 43 As pointed out in Introduction, a bubble of four mismatched bases is important for DNA replication in the minute virus of mice. 4 In particular, the location and general structure of the bubble, but not its composition, were shown to determine the biological effects. This ®nding is consistent with our ®nding that the ÁH and ÁS of bulge formation depend only on the number of bases involved and not on their sequence or arrangement. It has been further speculated that the unpaired bases within this region may be signal sequences for speci®c nicking of intermediates in DNA replication, including that of the dimer length duplex replicative intermediate. 47 Inverted repeats occurring in viral telomeres appear to be involved in the resolution of linear concatemers into unit length linear molecules.
Imperfect palindromes have also been discovered in protein coding genes of Rickettsia. In R. conorii, for example, determination of the complete genome sequence has revealed 44 repetitions of a 150 base-pair imperfect palindromic repeat, 19 of which were inserted in open reading frames. 48 A homologous repeat was found in proteins of other Ricksttsia species, raising the possibility that imperfect inverted repeats play a role in the creation of new protein species. Little is known about the possible function of unpaired bases in vaccinia. It has been shown that the terminal loop region containing the bulged bases in vaccinia strain WR is transcribed late in infection. 49 The sequences required for resolution of the concatemer junction in vaccinia DNA replication appear to be bounded at one side by region II in the WR strain. 50 The strain from which the sequences in our plasmid were derived, IHD-W, has terminal sequences identical to WR. The terminal region of the DNA of the Ankara strain of vaccinia, which is highly attenuated, is the same as that of WR from the hairpin terminus until region 2. In this strain a bulge also exists at the region 2 location, albeit of different composition. As with the parvoviruses, it appears that the location of the bulges, rather than their composition, is the more important factor in determining biological activity.
It has been proposed that resolution of the vaccinia replicative intermediate is accomplished by nicking and sealing of an extended cruciform structure, 51 a process that involves exactly the same transition between an inverted repeat and a cruciform as that in the present study. In the linear concatemers of the vaccinia replication intermediates, such a transition could be brought about by the wave of negative supercoiling that follows transcription. 52 A further possible reason for the presence of unpaired bases might be their effect on the tertiary structure of the DNA in this region. It is well established that bulged bases cause the duplex to bend. This suggestion is consistent with the observation that the location of the bulges, rather than their composition, is the factor that appears to have the greatest effect upon biological activity. An alternative possibility is that the bulges serve as templates for the folding of an RNA transcript.
As our results have demonstrated, the presence of imperfections in the inverted repeat at appropriate positions within the sequence can signi®cantly inhibit full extrusion of a cruciform. It follows that the presence of such imperfections could serve the purpose of controlling the extent of extrusion, preventing the formation of states with a deep energy well out of which it may be too dif®cult to climb. In contrast, if the extrusion can be kept shorter, the well is correspondingly more shallow, and hence easier to escape. Indirect support for this suggestion is provided by the observation that the majority of inverted repeat sequences that are computationally found in representative genomic sequences contain signi®cant numbers of imperfections. Indeed, perfect inverted repeat symmetry appears to be the exception rather than the norm.
Experimental Methods
Plasmid DNA preparation Puri®cation was by Qiagen Maxi-Prep. DNA was relaxed using calf thymus type I topoisomerase (Gibco BRL) in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, 30 mg/ml bovine serum albumen in a reaction volume of 60 ml containing 3.2 mg DNA and 12 units of enzyme. Following incubation on ice for 60 minutes, half the volume (30 ml) was removed and the reaction stopped by addition of 6 ml 5 % (w/v) SDS, 0.15 % (w/v) bromophenol blue, 50 % (v/v) glycerol, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA. The remaining half was incubated for another 60 minutes, stopped as described, and the two samples recombined. DNA was pre-incubated at the temperature of the ®rst gel, then layered onto the gel tube.
Gel electrophoresis
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis was carried out as described, 12, 53 with some modi®cations. Electrophoresis in the ®rst dimension was conducted at various temperatures in tube gels containing 1.5 % (w/v) agarose (type 1, Sigma Chemical Co.) in TPE buffer (40 mM Trisphosphate, 4 mM EDTA, pH 7.55 at 30 C). The 22 cm tube gels were contained in 27 cm Â 0.6 cm (i.d.) glass tubes, partially constricted at the bottom. Electrophoresis was performed for 20 hours at 50 V in a Buchler electrophoresis apparatus maintained at constant temperature by a Lauda model B-2 circulating water bath. Second dimension gel electrophoresis was conducted by ®rst soaking the appropriately sliced tube from the ®rst dimension in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) containing 4 mM chloroquine, then placing it into the upper slot of a slab gel, also 1.5 % agarose in TAE buffer containing 4 mM chloroquine. Second dimension electrophoresis was conducted for 20 hours at 50 V at room temperature with recirculation of the buffer.
Measurement of gels and calculations
Gels were stained in ethidium bromide, and the bands visualized under UV light utilizing the UVP White/UV TMW-20 Transilluminator with attached UVP Model GDS 7500 Darkroom and UVP Imaging camera. Each band represented a topological isomer of a unique linking number, ÁLk. The images were captured to a Macintosh computer into NIH Image and the x,y coordinates of each band determined, with the x-axis representing migration in the second dimension and the y axis representing migration in the ®rst dimension.
Using Igor Pro 4.01 (Wavemetrics, Inc.), the ®rst dimension migrations were plotted versus point number, generating a curve having a minimum at the fully relaxed topoisomer, or ÁLk 0. The point value of the location of the minimum was determined by a Gaussian curve ®t, and the ÁLk for each point determined by subtracting the point value at the minimum from each point value. The data were then replotted as distance migrated versus ÁLk.
What appears to be a single supercoiled band, the fastest migrating in the ®rst dimension, is actually resolved into multiple bands through chloroquine separation in the second dimension. The ÁLk r of these bands, that is, the value by which their value differs from the predicted ÁLk based on the migration of the slowermigrating species, is determined by ®tting the curve de®ning the location of the slower migrating species and then interpolating the analogous ÁLk value. Finally, a plot was created comparing ÁLk versus ÁLk r for each set of data.
